ONLINE LAB 2 IZMIR ON CE In TEXTILES Industry
8.-16.7.2020
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3 hours
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and program
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2 - 5:00 PM
3 hours
Welcoming
in the main
channel

Introduction
of the Action
Sheet

Work on
challenges
in group:
discussion

2:00 2:20

2:20 2:40

2:403:00

Break

Work in
challenges on:
completing the
action sheet

Break

Work on
challenges:
preparing
presenation

3:00 3:10

3:10 3:55

3:55 4:05

4:05 5:00

JITSI ALL
https://mee
t.jit.si/Circle
VetLab

Group 2
https://mee
t.jit.si/Circle
VetLab2

1. Radoslav
Grollmus
2. Rochele Melo
3. Dina Padalkina
4. Berk Alticiﬂik

Group 1
https://mee
t.jit.si/Circle
VetLab1

1. Rimante Rusaite
2. Matej Plesnik 3.
LUIGI VITELLI
4. Arianna Nicoletti
5. Buray TUZUN

Group 3
https://mee
t.jit.si/Circle
VetLab3

1. Ewelina Barthel 2.
Carolina Escobar
Mejía
3. ANDREA DI
LASCIO 4. Baris CEM
5. Selin Elmas

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

ITMBO ıs traınıng VET
students ın textile industry.
At thısa point there ıs no
traınıng plan of CE ın
Turkey. Please create a 45
mınutes sessıon on how to
teach the basıcs of CE.

NARA SK and SPK are
workıng replacıng on
fıllıngs of car seats wıth a
more envıronmental and
cırcular materıal. Please
desıgn a programme for a
publıc event to open a
dıscussıon on the topıc.

ITMBO will create a series
of events where their
member companies will
come to learn about CE in
Textile. Please create a 30
mınutes session to help the
Entrepreneurs to discover
CE potential ın their
companies.

1. Ewelina Barthel
2. LUIGI VITELLI
3. Arianna
Nicoletti 4. Buray
TUZUN

1. Radoslav
Grollmus
2. Dominka
Ademkova
3. Rochele Melo
4. Dina Padalkina
5. Berk Alticiﬂik

1. Rimante Rusaite
2. Carolina Escobar
Mejía
3. ANDREA DI
LASCIO 4. Baris CEM
5. Selin Elmas

ITMBO ıs traınıng VET students
ın textile industry. At thısa point
there ıs no traınıng plan of CE ın
Turkey. Please create a 45
mınutes sessıon on how to
teach the basıcs of CE.

1. Module (start): why we
need CE? - presntation or
movie with the scientiﬁc
facts/ numbers our impact
on the environment and
need of change of it: show
them the circle of goods,
name the parts: reuse
redisgn repair etc...

2. Module:
what each is
already doing
in CE? Resuse,
repair,....

1. Ewelina Barthel
2. LUIGI VITELLI
3. Arianna
Nicoletti 4. Buray
TUZUN

Duration:
45
minutes

1. Reasearch/
Quistionnere: what
your students know
about CE? Before the
course, in order to
understand the needs
of the students

What is
circular
economy?

Target group: IKTBOs
students - 16 - 65 years
old, unemployed
persons, young
students, company
owners, designers etc.

Resources

Diﬀrent courses
plan: beginners
and intermediate,
in the future
advance

Topic of the
session: basic
on CE with
short textile CE
introductions

Networking/
Connecting/
Production
chains in CE

Beginners

NARA SK and SPK are workıng
replacıng on fıllıngs of car seats
wıth a more envıronmental and
cırcular materıal. Please desıgn
a programme for a publıc event
to open a dıscussıon on the
topıc.

1. Radoslav
Grollmus
2. Dominka
Ademkova
3. Rochele Melo
4. Dina Padalkina
5. Berk Alticiﬂik

As far as the problem is for SLovakia urgent (slovakia is

BASIC DESIGN OF

the biggest producer of cars in EU - the conference will

be co-organized with not individual farmers/investors
Challange for conference:
PROBLEM/CHASLLANGE/Landscape" http but with associations like: Slovak Plastic CLuster, Slovak
1. to support ariculture producers of special corps to accempt new technical herb for using
s://web.b.ebscohost.com/abstract?
Hemp Cluster, Slovak AUtomotive Cluster, Ministry of
as ﬁlling in car seats
Environment/its Environmental agency, Ministry of
direct=true&proﬁle=ehost&scope=site&a
2. to organize conference for investors using patent of disposal of PUR ﬁlling in particular
economy... LESSON IS to get comprehend that the role
uthtype=crawler&jrnl=12127779&AN=12
municipality where factory will be created
of sinlge organizsation has to be adequate to its
yes it is possible to write it - so let us go/vamos give my your sufggestions on the
8970321&h=PJieEV2JQe2aAuVFhWoOU19
poliotical power and real inﬂuece)
situation/challange conference
1nZmZs%2ﬂ2A09Y947LMO1lJmGoOh1IfB

fx6CfaCoU42yOvOdVC%2bMec4mzQNcvi
MQ%3d%3d&crl=c&resultNs=AdminWeb
Auth&resultLocal=ErrCrlNotAuth&crlhash
url=login.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26proﬁl

NARA maight be only co-organizer and not the main
star on the stage of this challange... :)

and what about
supporting farmers
to produce special do you thing about
supporting
conference for
farmers?

1. We need to invite
all the stakeholders
to the conference.
(Car producers,
state agents, plastic
industry, farmers)

program suggestion: 1 - presentation about status quo
of the situation what is the problem, how the process is
organised and why there is an urgency to act to make
change
2 - partners short presentations how they can
contribute to the solutions and what is there role
(should give everyone common ground to understand
each other)
3 - organise several working groups (could be challenge
based / could be process based) where bilateral
negotiation should be facilitated -> deﬁne common
agenda, plan and timing and roles for each other in
each working group

ITMBO will create a series
of events where their
member companies will
come to learn about CE in
Textile. Please create a 30
mınutes session to help the
Entrepreneurs to discover
CE potential ın their
companies.

1. Rimante Rusaite
2. Carolina Escobar
Mejía
3. ANDREA DI
LASCIO 4. Baris CEM
5. Selin Elmas

We need to create a simple
message: Simple
explanation of the concept
of CE and short storytelling
using a powerful example
of CE. It could be a current
entrepreneur with a
success story.

Showing 2 examples
of current CE
entrepreneurs and
make the "Parodia"
of past and future
(using the movie).

Propaganda
about the
consequences
of not using CE

Show them data about
money. How they can
earn more money
Maybe entrepreneurs
are focus on money
and how ti increase
their businesses

We need
images,
something to
show in an easy
and visual way.

Invite them to think about
the impact of their current
business model without CE
in the 7 future generations
(an exercise of
visualisation).

empathy
interview to
uncover
the needs

Use cartoons
or funny ways
to explain CE,
more
enjoyable

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nXwjsMlalMSm2vuaBz4T6Im1OXqUfYMbOW0hEJ9EV
v4/edit

COLLECTIVE VISION FOR CE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fY0Z5_6ZUqOR37feRWzsTkJ0Ain3icjs5IV7ZJ0vU8o/edit

max 7
days

Teacher,
indirectly
IKTMBO,
students

1. Reasearch/ Quistionnere:
what your students know
about CE? Before the course,
in order to understand the
needs of the students

Making a decission
on the methodology
and way of teaching

2 sessions
are
needed:

Preaparation
of the lesson
plan

with CE
exercises

Deﬁnition of
lesson goals
and beneﬁts
for students

Introduction: why we need
CE? - presntation or movie
with the scientiﬁc facts/
numbers, about our impact
on the environment and
need of change of it,
showing the circle of goods,
linear economy,

20
minutes

Lesson:
coducting
Evaluation
of the
lesson

Introducing CE processes,
in the classroom 4/6
corners and middle students need to decide o
go to this corner with the
activity do from process
and tell us a short storry
what they do in order of
the chosen
20category

minutes

Teacher,
indirectly
IKTMBO,
students
Teacher,
indirectly
IKTMBO,
students

Students active
exercise:teachers divides
students in groups, give
them topics: redisgn,
resue, recycling, sharing,
rapair and refurbish home
work

5
minutes

Students,
indirectlyly,
acher and
ITMBO

Teacher,
indirectly
IKTMBO,
students
Students active
exercise (part 2):
research and
preparing the
presentation at
home

1 day

2 -3
days

grid,
computer,
printer and
paper,
software

2-3
days

Computer and
software, book
- ducational
material (f.e.
books etc)

Computer,
software,
paper,scotch etc..oﬃce dupplies,
beamer

1 day

Computer and
software,
classrom,
furnitures, oﬃce
supplices, movie

45
minutes

Computer,
software
etc.

45
minutes
Presentation
and discussion
on that what
they prepared
20
minutes

Optional:
Present a short
movie about the
CE in the textile
industry
15
minutes

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

We do not have
enough information
about the level: the
questions should be
formaulated in the
form that we receive
enough information

How to make
quiestionnere and
evaluation form?
We need contact
to students

Pedagogy (how to
teach), trainer
knowlegde
(methods), values
(macroobjectives)

Mathodology
is boring for
students,

The lesson
plan is to
long for 45
minutes

Knowledge
about C,
metodology
how groups
are working
Pedagogy (how to
teach), trainer
knowlegde
(methods), values
(macroobjectives)

Pedagogy (how to
teach), trainer
knowlegde
(methods), values
(macroobjectives)

Knowledge
about C,
metodology
how groups
are working

Studens
are not
interestted

Not enough
feedback,
not enough
meterials

We change
the questions
and do it
again

Trying the
methodology
before the lesson
- try lesson/ with
small group of
students
if it is to long we
divied in 2
session, tro try
this plan with
trying group,
small group

No
enough
time

Technical
problems
(internet,
computer)

Test
with
students

Prepare intersteing
exerciees and
presenattion, check
the computer,
internet, download
the ﬁlm

BE ﬂexible
and
continue

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lCi3xrxFPTT73GVL0HjmNGuLRsqq7n8BnvDJiF5vZg/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KRgle82on4zak7hpiLApveYLoSZWj8J_/edit

Links to
explore

Critical
discourse on CE
- should/could it
be applied on
mass scale??

30% of
production is
unsold - what
happens with
it?

Impact in the
culture of some
countries because
they are buying
cheap westernstyle clothes

up to 47% of
produces textiles
emerges as waste
directly from
industrial processes.
We DON'T SEE this
WASTE.

Where is all this waste
landing? India, Africa...
overseas shipping.
Poor countries are
aﬀected. Humanitarian
problems

Overproduction
92 millions tons
of textile waste
yearly

business model and
eternal growth from
Giants players in textil
sector. We need to ﬁnd
a strategy to work with
them to have a real
ROL of transition to CE

Data about textil sector
and waste

Get
frustrated create
change!

it's not
recycled it's reengineered!

Greta Is Right: Study Shows
Individual Lifestyle Change
Boosts Systemic Climate
Action: https://www.forbes.com/
sites/jeﬀmcmahon/2019/11/19/g
reta-is-right-study-showsindividual-climate-action-boostssystemic-change/#515a0f244a54

Chemical
recycling
Synthetic ﬁbers
vs. natural & manmade cellulosic
ﬁbers

Recycling
polyester
accounts for 5%
of global ﬁbre
production

Mechanical
recycling.
Synthetic ﬁbers
vs. natural ﬁbers.
More common
with natural ﬁbers

Only PURE
polyester can
enter the
recycling cycle.
PROBLEM with
blended ﬁbers

New infrastructures
& practices needed.
New material
streams,, new
technologies, sorting
practices, etc.

Use of
nanotechnology
to archive more
transparency

Design for recyclability: use pure
ﬁbers, avoid blends,
biodegradability, Take-back system,
traceability, synergies with other
businesses for end-of-life solutions

Technical information about
textil sector

future.fashion/

www.ecap.eu.com/

deadwhitema
nsclothes.org/

reverseres
ources.net

What are you doing with your old clothes / jeans?

i put them
in the trash
for the
homeless
After wearing it as fancy
staf (in oﬃce)f, then I us it
as working wear (working
as worker) and ﬁnnaly use
it as old textile for any
operational use of old
textile and than ﬁnaly it
goes to the black bin as
total garbage

Make
shorts!

Exchange

Leave in
the
street
Donate

Give
others

I do not
have old
clothes :)

Bring it to
the DRK
container
(donation)
If it has
holes I
throw it
away

If there are jeans
from my children
and they are ﬁne I
give it to other
children

donate

make
shorts
I'm still using my
old jeans! I use my
clothes until they
fall down
deﬁnitively ruined

Sometimes
I cut them
and make
shorts.

Donate

Customize
it.

Sometimes I
use as a textil
for cleaning
Wooden
furniture

Sometimes I
give them to a
charity
program of
recycling

Send to
Kızılay

To throw in
municipalities'
second-hand
product collection
containers

Creating
new
products
turning
them into a
cleaning
cloth

Share or
exchange
them with
others
selling
them to
2nd hand
shop.

If it's ﬁt for
another
person I'll
give

send to
Senemiskooo
:)

Giving away
them to the
related
organisations

Welcoming

Presentation
of group
work

Break

Ice
breaker

Reﬂections
and
discussion

Next
steps

Clossing
ceremony

1:001:20

1:202:40

2:403:00

3:003:20

3:203:40

3:404:00

4:004:30

Registration
https://tinyu
rl.com/yb2f
mvsj

Yesterday
What was:

New?

Interesting?

Action
plans!!

Shocking?

Green brain
washing by
textile
companies

we have a lot of
possibility to buy
more responsible
and more consious
about the impact
what we are buying

For me, the movies
have reminded me how
complex the problem
is. The value chain is
huge, and some many
actors and positions
are at stake.

Yesterday i've learnt new things about
the fashion industry.
I was very interested to know more about
fast fashion.
I was shocked about the side eﬀects that
industry produced in terms of pollution,
materials and cloth waste
and this makes me reﬂect more about
the need to change this business model
and
go through the ecological transition.
--

A circularity ID for
costumers to
show them how
to reuse or recycle
the item sounds
so interesting.

Shocking how
much cloth
dispose buey,

Training Evaluation
Google Docs

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Evaluation

https://docs.google.
com/forms/d/e/1FAI
pQLScnEzhGYeRgm
2XBs1kw6jKSTs3RGHus5OiLY
u2D1LKr1N6jg/viewf
orm?usp=pp_url

knowledge
exchange
noise
games

Enlighten
people about
CE and
promoting it
everywhere

KEPT AS LEARNING: there is
no weak or strong
partner/participant/stakeh
older because CE is open
for everybody ́ individual
contribution /

- Active
participation
- Fun and
games

Fun, cooperation
between many
partners in
conducting and
preparing the lab

NEXT TIME
RECOMENDATION:
spread the CE idea
anywhere,
everywhere,
anytime, always
COP24 = 2030!!!!!

what would would
be actuallz the
best waz to train it
and who should
be the target
group

More
activities

Getting more info
about CE and
implementing this
into my life more.

What would
we like to
keep?

Sometimes
lost in
translation
:)

Not enough
persons in my
challenge group
to work on the
challenge

What went
wrong?

FOR IMPROVEMENT: more
common creation of
particular case studies
which will give us chance
to understand what we are
talking (particularly) about

poor
connection
:(

Finland?

What
could be
improved?

Activities
in
general

What did
not get
enough
attention?
- Collective
harvesting

WHAT DID NOT ENOUGH
ATTTENTION: CE is not only
subject /content/ but as
well it is subject of
stakeholder (formal part of
CE) more attention give to
comprehend the landscape
of CE partners

- Use zoom
please! ;-)
- More
interactive
activities

More active
participants

diﬃculties with
timing as it was
very closely
planned with
1 lab

Activi

What went
well?

the workshop went well, I was
very interested in the topic,
cause I think ce could be the
future of the al economy
if this economy will be more
close to the rights of the citizen
and not only to the climate or
environment issues.

Online
lesson
tecnics

- More participation in this
2nd Lab.
- Team work in the Group 3
(cooperation with Rimante)
- Workshop doing CE with
our own hands (bags)

Varied
programme

WHAT WAS WELL:
getting selfconﬁdent
in every one
participant
continuosly more
and more //

managed
to create
a bag
online!

Workshop,
more
participation

the workshop went well, I was
very interested in the topic,
cause I think ce could be the
future of the al economy
if this economy will be more
close to the rights of the citizen
and not only to the climate or
environment issues.

